From Template To Conscious Living
We are the Consort within the Living Tree
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From Light To Dark!
From Outer to Inner!
Drop Our Head to Our Inner Temple!

Sacred Hallowness!
November 4, 2021
4:14:26 p.m. Mountain Daylight Time

The days begin to prove we are moving deeper into the darker time of the year.
The Sun goes down earlier and rises later in the morning. Humanity has given such
a scary message of “dark” that we even fear the loss of sunlight. However, even more
so, we fear our own inner dwelling place. This time of year calls us to enter our
sacred habitat and it has no light, except what we bring to it.
The lunar time of Reed Moon Mother also causes chills and expectations of
challenges. Plutonia, the cohort and active energy of Reed’s foundation, reminds us
of the animated dark that lurks with expectations of “tilting” our personal world. We
want to avoid the emotions that may erupt our normal illusion of peace. Yet, the
power of this inner clearing is strong with the intent to open to the true essential
attributes of our self. It provides us with the energetic field of creative wisdom that
will partner our personality self with our Soul-Spirit Self. However, we must be
willing to let go, release the old, and even go fallow for a time in the dark regions of
our unconscious.
The gift of this lunar cycle is the quality of going fallow and entering the
empty, hallow halls of our inner self. Can we? Will we? The power of choice
resides in those questions. Shall we make the choice and say, “yes,” the results can
lead us to the greatest presentation of creation we can encounter. Yet, we must agree
to release, let go, and enter a state of nothingness first.

“...throw thorns into my silence; they become flowers.”
– Buddha Quote
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Our theme, thus this month, is to understand this message:

From Light To Dark!
From Outer to Inner!
Drop Our Head to Our Inner Temple!
Sacred Hallowness!

Reed is the Foundation of Our Spiritual Center-Point for this
Lunar Month.
As noted before, we are in the cycle of the year in the Northern
Hemisphere where we experience less Sunlight and more shadowy
dark time. We celebrate Samhain, a Celtic honoring of an ending and
beginning of a year. We celebrate Halloween, a life and death
message of endings and beginnings. We celebrate ancestors, our
loved one’s whose souls now travel in realms and dimensions beyond embodiment.
Mysterious are these experiences. Yet, they are all a call of encouragement to
embrace releasing and transforming of how we think, feel, and express in order to
allow new realities to develop, grow, and fully manifest.
By now, in the Psycho-spiritual world of mystery teachings, we all know this
is a time of power. Challenging though changes of truly letting go may be, the power
of going fallow often produce such a grander fruit of ourselves that we discover we
can rejoice in living, creating new realities, and bearing the fruit of our true self.
Indeed, courage is called for. But more than that is willingness to face our resistence
and build upon the desire to let go of what truly does not work.
During this lunar cycle we have the blessing of setting the foundation of
fallowness(Reed energy). Perhaps we begin in our outer reality by letting go of
“things.” However, to truly go fallow our greatest pursuit is to let go of anything
clinging in the emotional freezer (just waiting to be defrosted and used or reused), the
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mental dialogue of the past, and the physical cellular holding-pattern believing that
what we have is the best we can get.
When going fallow, we do enter a darkened place...for we enter a Nothing or
No Thing reality. We have nothing to think about, feel, or even a need take action.
If we allow ourselves the space and time of this dark space, we discover an inner,
remarkable peace. For a while, we have nothing to do.
How to honor this experience? Just saying “let go,” doesn’t allow it to truly
occur. We need to get out of our busy activities, our busy mind, and our rolling
emotions. A practice of dropping our head (literally bending our head toward our
chest) begins this process. Getting out of the mind! We allow our mind to go into
our inner temple. It is dark. We need to honor the dark and not be afraid of it. It is
a vessel of our Soul-Spirit; of our higher nature. As we allow ourselves to let go of
our active mind and outer activity, we allow the fallow inner self to reveal its hallow
essence. Then we are called to simply be there. Do nothing. Allow the sacred
vibration to murmur, sooth, heal, and actively transform the old vibrations,
limitations, and let them decease, losing all human attributes and functions for they
are not sustaining life.
Remaining in this field of nothingness eventually stirs the power of
transformation and imaginative intelligence. Patience is called for, that our
personality does not stir the mix with impatient neediness of “I need it; want it now!”
We want the fallow soil to become rich with the sacred wisdom of Soul-Spirit
transitional energy that is fertilizing the seeds of our next qualities to be birthed. We
will know...our intuition will call us into action.

Plutonia is the Consort of Reed and the Active Assistant
Throughout this Lunar Month
Plutonia is definitely the soul-stirring energy within us. She is calling
us to recollect our Birthright. We are the Creator Creating. She
reveals the Perpetual Intelligence that we carry in the very depth of
our inner consciousness. It is our Divine Intelligence; Divine
Wisdom; Divine Knowing.
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The energy we feel when allowing ourselves to be within the dark corridors of
our inner being is the sense of evolving through the power of our soul intentions. We
feel the creative power and our imaginations begin to play out in new ways;
developing like an embryo. Visions are like cells moving and joining in a unison of
sound, rumbles of intention building within us. Our intuition becomes stronger, our
visions begin to form. Our minds become Light-Bearing clarity, truth, and filled with
a greater knowing. Our metamorphism begins because we are remembering how to
live from the cauldron of creation and the aeon of constant evolution.
When the Plutonia energy rumbles within us, we know action is now
beginning. Our intuition draws on us to fortify the nurturing of the seeds of new
ideas, plans, and prophetic wisdom desiring to manifest. We may need to be the only
the nurturing womb, feeding the embryo of what is to be birthed. We must feel, listen
within, and honor the True Knowing; not the illusionary desire of neediness. Our
lower ego must be quelled and can be quelled when we honor our inner darkness with
the sanctity of love, peace, and stillness.

Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark!
Reviewing Reed and Plutonia via the Living
Tree of Life:
1) Reed sets the foundation. Her pathway
extends from the Yellow Sphere of Tiphareth
(Beauty–Heart of the Tree) to the Green Sphere
of Netzach/Victory. The Glory of our Higher
Self, Tiphareth, sends the vibration of Soul
Intention into its victorious moment of
achievement into the Soul Triad.
2)

The Path of Reed is Nun (noon), b, and translates to” Fish.” Fish, in this
instance, means to be prolific. It is the prolific energy of creation
constantly creating.
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Nun reminds us to realize we are prolific creators and always
transforming; as the Law of Transformation is within this pathway,
Hebrew Letter, and the visual symbology of the Reed card as well as the
Tarot card.

2)

The Tarot card associated with Nun/Reed is Death. There is a wonderful
clue in the Tarot card of a seed in the left hand corner. It represents the
prolific ability to grow, be productive, and reveal the regenerative power
within. There more within this card as we see the skeleton walking with
the scythe, clearing, cutting away the old, even cutting off the head(s).
Awen, time to cut off the mind from thinking in old patterns and set free
the limitations of earthly entrapment thinking. Transform by
descending, flow into the river of life and renew the soul, let the
rebuilding occur from the higher wisdom only found within.

3)

The Astrological connection is Scorpio. Deep, emotionally secretive,
protecting oneself from the hurts of life, the scorpion is ready to bite if
threatened. Yet, on a more sacred level, this is a sign of such
transformation that one is willing to share their life at such levels as to
give up a part of their body to bring forth a new body (copulation
resulting in conception). This vibration is also the sharing of fortune,
and all that one has. This is the vibration that offers deep psychic
research to heal emotional wounds and uncover the mysteries of life.
Very meaningful to the wisdom of Nun! And of great note, when we do
this the creative powers emerge free to express in ways we normally
cannot imagine!

A Further Look at The Consort Plutonia!
What are other Qualities Putonia offers?
1)

The Hebrew Letter of Plutonia is Shin, a. It
translates as “Tooth.” Sometimes spoken of
as Eye Tooth. It is quite important for it
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implies that we are to “chew” on or deeply contemplate ideas,
ideals, and the idioms of the language of the Universe. It
represents the Fiery Intent to instigate Life and the “Breath of the
Universe” giving Life to All.
It is the fiery water within our soul that provides the urges and
passion to live our highest purpose. Within this field is Perpetual
Intelligence: the ceaseless knowledge within our self of our
highest essence (Divine Essence). Through this constant flow of
intelligence we can know our soul and ultimately the Divine
Beingness.
Shin is created with the letter Vav written three times, each toped
with Yod. It is considered the power of the Divine Feminine and
is known as one of the three Mother Letters of the Hebrew
Alphabet (Aleph - Air, Mem - Water, and Shin - Fire). Shin is the
Mother of Fire (igniting the soul into the realm of existence).
Shin also represents three states of consciousness: God’s Will,
Intellect, and Emotions. It ignites the power of an Idea
(Chokmah), unfolding of the idea (Binah), and actualizing the
Idea (Da’ath).
It is a very important aspect within us!
2)

3)

Shin/Plutonia is also seen in two places within the Tree of Life.
Recognized first within the Highest Point of the Holy Triad. It is
within the 4th world (World of Manifest) in white Sphere known
as Kether (Crown). It is the realm of the Undivided Oneness, yet
it is preparing to create is division into the microcosmic many.
The next position of Shin on the Tree of Life is a branch on the
Tree. It joins the powerful energy of the Soul and Embodiment
via the Orange Sphere (Hod/Splendor) and the multicolored
Sphere (Malkuth/The Kingdom). It reminds us that the Perpetual
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Intelligence of Soul Evolution is fully embodied. We most certainly
can access it at anytime and especially when be begin to “chew on it,”
or contemplate our true essence.
4)

The Tarot Card associated with Shin/Plutonia is Judgment. We see the
nature of our human consciousness (Male - Logical; Female Subconsciousness) unified with the child in the river of life and thus a
new birth; a new reality is occurring. For some this is “Judgment Day”
being revealed. What that truly means is the transmutation within our
consciousness no longer lingers in the limitation of our humanness, but
in the reality that we are 3-in-One: We are the Holy Trinity and our
Divine Consciousness Reigns.

5)

The Astrological association is Pluto. She rules our ability to move into
the stages of transmutation and no longer cling to our shadow of
limitations. This strong element of energy carries the power of creation
as much as it carries destruction. It is an Ego destroyer and we seem to
face it’s wrath somewhere between 37 - 60. Yes, a long journey it can
take. However, when we review its meaning on the Tree of Life and
mystical Tarot (even the smattering I have shared), we can recognize it’s
great importance in our life.

6)

Perhaps I should mention here (as I have before) the Universal Law
associated with Plutonia/Shin. It is the Law of Soul Evolution. Thus,
we see again why it is so important in our lives and throughout this
month.

Plutonia is calling us into actively seek a deeper connection and wisdom of our
soul.
What occurs without this consort? In this reality without the consort of
Plutonia, the Reed quality will hang out in the murk of destruction and fallow
wetlands of nothing. We will feel lost and in the land of despair believe we will
have to “beg” the Creator to bring us all we need. We will forget that we Know we
are the Divine embodied and not allow the Judgement Day of recognizing our true
Oneness occur.
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Use of the Oracles of the Faces of WomanSpirit
I offer questions to improve our ability to uncover the encoded symbols within
the Universe through the Divination Cards of the Faces of WomanSpirit. This aids the
wisdom of each lunar cycle and the understanding of the voice of The Divine
Feminine who provides the true answers through Her oracles.
Always take time to call forth a blessing through the agency of your deck of
cards. Stir them while you pray for Divine Insight and the Sacred Wisdom from
within you to rise to your personal consciousness. Meditate on the questions before
you pull a card that represents the spiritual answers. Your meditation aligns you with
your Highest Center–Source. Once in such alignment, pull a card for each question,
but keep the card face down until all cards are pulled (this avoids any unconscious
reaction before the wisdom of your Higher Self has completed the process).
After you turn over all cards, allow yourself to enter the inner domain of the
cards as you let your intuition answer the questions first. Then, take time to read what
the book tells you about each card, the symbolic messages, and the SEMPES
messages. Journal what you learn and throughout the month, act upon this wisdom.
If you find that the messages reveal a challenge, then know this is a month of lessons
and you are the power that can create the challenge to become a reward.

Questions to ask and ponder:
1)

Are you willing to enter your dark corridors?

2)

Are you willing to allow an equal amount of attention to your inner self
as well as your outer self?

3)

What will aid you to go fallow?

4)

What does the chambers of your soul offer?

5)

What might you learn this lunar month?

6)

What consort is helping you this lunar month?
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This month can be a tremendously sacred month or challenging month. I know
the power and blessings of the dark and hallow entrance into soul chambers. May
you as well.
Warm blessings and love,

Katherine
Rev. Katherine Bell, PhD, DD

~Lunar Phases of Reed~
New Moon - Nov 4 - 4:14:26 p.m. MDT
Crescent Moon - Nov 7
First Quarter Moon - Nov 11
Gibbous Moon - Nov 14
Full Moon - Nov 19 1:57:17 MST
Disseminating Moon - Nov 23
Last Quarter - Nov 27
Balsamic Moon - Dec 1
New Moon of Elder
~Dec 4 2021 - 0:5:51 a.m. CST
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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